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MESSAGE FROM
DIRECTOR GENERAL
Congratulations dear Students!

The Graduation event is a celebration of hard work of the graduating batch. It is also an
important milestone in the life of every student - a transition from in-depth theory to lateral
practice and a move from the protected environs of their alma mater to the Real World. I also
feel immensely proud of everyone in NIFT who made this possible. 

This world that you are embarking into is a challenging one, where the only constant is change.
These are times of disruptive change, where sustainability and technology are learning to engage
with each other. You will find that you have to constantly reinvent yourself to remain
contemporary and relevant. It is hoped that the skills, learning and experience that you have
gathered over the years at NIFT would stand you in good stead to stay abreast and guide you to
make meaningful decisions.

The graduation work reflects your learning, creativity and drive. These skills and attributes
developed here will surely be instrumental in your professional success, as well as in the
development of innovation in the fashion industry.

Go out into the brave new world and make your mark. Follow your dreams with passion and show
the industry your resilience and your creativity, your innovative and magnificent ideas. Show
them what it means to be a NIFTian.

I wish the graduating class Good Luck. The road ahead is both challenging and exciting. May you
make yourself and the institution proud.

May Grace be with you, Class of 2024. 

Will love to hear about your success in the professional world in future. Do remain in touch.

Tanu Kashyap, IAS
DG NIFT



MESSAGE FROM DEAN

Dear Graduating Class of 2024,
As you embark on the final leg of your academic journey, I want to extend my heartfelt
congratulations to each and every one of you. Your hard work, dedication, and resilience
have brought you to this momentous occasion, and I couldn’t be prouder of your
accomplishments.
The road ahead may be filled with challenges and uncertainties, but I have every
confidence that you are more than capable of overcoming whatever obstacles come your
way. Armed with the knowledge, skills, and values instilled in you during your time here, you
have the power to achieve greatness and make a positive impact on the world around you. I
also hope that you will mark NIFT events, specially the foundation day, alumni meets and
graduation shows every year on your calendar, so that all of you can meet and keep your
alma mater informed about your achievements.
On behalf of the entire NIFT community, I want to express our heartfelt best wishes for
your future endeavours. May you continue to push boundaries, defy expectations, and
leave your mark on the world with your creativity, passion, and dedication.
Congratulations once again, Graduates of 2024! Your journey is just beginning, and I have
no doubt that you will do great things in the future. 

Prof. Dr. Sudha Dhingra
Dean(Academics)



I take this privilege to Congratulate the Graduating Batch of 2020-24 who are
stepping into their professional career. I send my best wishes to you all on this
great achievement. You become one more batch to make us feel proud.

Everything in life is achieved through effort. When you stepped into this Institute,
your graduation day seemed so distant, but that desired day has finally arrived.
To graduate requires a lot of effort and time, you have made many sacrifices to
accomplish this.

Today you can feel how important it is to have determination, optimism and
patience. Enjoy the fruit of all your efforts and hard work. At this moment, you are
reminded of all those who stood by you all these years. It must be a very proud
moment for everybody. Chasing a dream requires your efforts and passion.
 
I wish you to set your goals high, and try your best to reach them. We are proud of
you and your accomplishments and are confident you will continue with more
success.

Once again, Many Congratulations on this great triumph in your life. Our blessings
and wishes for achieving many more successes in future.

Dr P MOHANRAJ, PhD
Professor & Chairperson
Department of Knitwear Design

MESSAGE FROM CP, KD



MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

It gives me immense pleasure to pen lines for the graduating batch of 2024. We are all a
witness to the admirable hard work and dedication put in by the students in the past year
during the course of their work, the outcome of which is highly appreciated.

I stand here today with fond memories. This batch has had quite the remarkable journey in
this prestigious establishment and I congratulate you all upon overcoming a major
milestone today.

I am sure that through a rigorous academic curriculum, the National Institute of Fashion
Technology has imbibed in you an array of technical skills and appropriate knowledge to
face the challenges in the industry and global competition to support mankind at large.

I wish you all the very best for all your future endeavor’s and hope to see you again, as you
visit campus to pass on the knowledge to new students.

with best wishes 

Dr. Brijesh Deore



Knitwear Design Department 
KOLKATA
The four-year Knitwear Design programme is developed towards creating design professionals who can cater
to Knitted Apparel- an exclusive segment in fashion, particularly in sportswear and lingerie.The programme has
been designed to create well-rounded professionals equipped to handle the challenges of circular and flat-bed
knitting in the domestic and export fields. They can pursue careers as Designers, Creative Managers,
Merchandisers, Production Managers and Entrepreneurs.Knitwear design students are exposed to a wide milieu
of subjects including Fashion Art and Illustration, Garment Construction, Pattern Making for Knits, Flat and
Circular Knitting, Computerized Flat Knitting, Trends and Forecasting, Design Process, Knitwear Production and
Planning, Merchandising and Marketing. Traditional design acumen is honed with craft surveys, design and
documentation.
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Mr. Amit Gupta
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Associate Professor , Knitwear Design
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Assistant Professor, Knitwear Design
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Mr. Partha Das
Department Supporting Staff, Knitwear Design

Mr. Sarabjit Singh
Lab Assistant, Knitwear Design

Mr. Utpal Dhara
Sr. Machine Mechanic, Knitwear Design

Mr. Sukumar Bose
Assistant, Knitwear Design

Mr. Saumitra Bhakta
Machine Mechanic, Knitwear Design
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RHIYA DEBBARMA

COLLECTION 1

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The concept of “Coastal Breeze” theme draws
inspiration from the breathtaking beauty, relaxed
elegance, and timeless allure of the Italian coast. It
embodies the essence of coastal living along Italy’s
stunning shores, from the rugged cliffs of the Amalfi
Coast to the sandy beaches of Sicily.This theme
embraces a blend of sophistication and simplicity,
capturing the effortless style and refined sensibility
of Italian coastal fashion. It incorporates elements
such as sun-bleachedazure blues, greens that
reflect the colors of the Mediterranean sea, sky, and
landscape.

+91 7005028599

rhiya101debbarma@gmail.com

COASTAL BREEZE



RHIYA DEBBARMA

COLLECTION 2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The concept of the theme “New Angularity” draws
inspiration from the dynamic and ever-evolving
skyline of London. It embodies a fusion of modern
architectural elements and geometric shapes,
reflecting the city’s vibrant energy and progressive
spirit.the “New Angularity” theme celebrates the
spirit of innovation and creativity synonymous
with London’s skyline. It offers a contemporary
and edgy interpretation of urban style, perfect for
the modern individual who embraces boldness and
individuality in their wardrobe choices.

+91 7005028599

rhiya101debbarma@gmail.com

NEW ANGURALITY



STUTI SHARMA

COLLECTION 1

Baazar Kolkata Pvt. Ltd.

My junior girls' collection embraces a tropical vibe
with vibrant prints and playful patterns. Inspired
by lush landscapes and exotic flora, it features
bright colors and lively designs. Perfect for young
adventurers, this collection offers fun, stylish
outfits that capture the spirit of a tropical
paradise.

+91 9830112195

sharmastuti2003@gmail.com

Sunshine Seekers



STUTI SHARMA

COLLECTION 2

Baazar Kolkata Pvt. Ltd.

My senior girls' collection draws inspiration from
retro gaming and arcade aesthetics. Featuring
vibrant colors, bold graphics, and nostalgic
patterns, it captures the playful spirit of classic
arcades. Perfect for fashion-forward teens, this
collection blends fun and style, allowing girls to
express their individuality with confidence.

+91 9830112195

sharmastuti2003@gmail.com

Play Again



SNEHA SINGH

COLLECTION 1

Arvind Mills,Gujaratl

Encompasses the idea of bringing
together natural elements and colors in
a harmonious and balanced way. It
draws inspiration from the earth and
aims to create a sense of tranquility and
connection to the natural world.

+91 6299476909
ss3992284@gmail.com

PLANTOPIA



SNEHA SINGH

COLLECTION 2

Arvind Mills,Gujaratl

Winding stems combine with blooming
flowers to create this season's floral
design for the spring drop.A hand-drawn
illustrative feel is spotted across
collections, with painterly and
watercolour effects creating the newest
iterations.

+91 6299476909
ss3992284@gmail.com

SPRIGGED GARDEN



ARKAPRIYA DAS

COLLECTION 

Design Collection

Anantara captures the mythological
metamorphosis of a serpent into a
human. Rooted in ancient tales, this
collection illustrates five transformative
stages: Venomous serpent, shedding
skin, fluid transition, near-human form
and complete human. Each ensemble
symbolises divine evolution, blending
myth with fashion.

+91 9831470399
arkapriya.swapna@gmail.com

ANANTARA: NAGA TO NARA



POULAMI BISWAS

COLLECTION 1

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

Embracing tranquility and versatality
featuring athleisure collection inspired
from Buddhist culture of Zen. Featuring
minimalist designs and modular
elements, each piece offers effortless
style and customizable functionality for
tthe modern mindful athlete. 

+91 9153362098

biswaspoulami99@gmail.com

MODULAR ZEN



POULAMI BISWAS

COLLECTION 2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

This collection is focused for the
athletic minded people or to inspire
people to stay healthy and fit by doing
exercise and flexing in a garment which
changes colour. Words that inspire
people and always motive themselves to
the neccesary of their betterment.

+91 9153362098

biswaspoulami99@gmail.com

EVERY MINUTE CHANGE



ANANYA KHEMKA

COLLECTION 1

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The concept is rooted in the camaraderie, sophistication,
and celebration inherent in succeeding in life and raising
a glass. This premium men's line seeks to encapsulate the
refined spirit of the environment and lifestyle,
translating the essence into a wardrobe that blends
casual ease with a touch of luxury in sport coats.

+91 8777614703

khemkaa05@gmail.com

GENTLEMAN’S TOAST



ANANYA KHEMKA

COLLECTION 2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The Coasts and Country Collection is a celebration of the
exquisite landscape and ambiance of The Hamptons in
the USA, designed for individuals who cherish the allure
of coastal living and the refined atmosphere of exclusive
club environments. Drawing inspiration from the rich
surroundings, this collection encapsulates the essence of
sophisticated leisure and timeless style.

+91 8777614703

khemkaa05@gmail.com

COASTS AND COUNTRY



ANAGHA RATHEESH

COLLECTION 1

ROCK.IT, MONTE CARLO

The "Play Your Own Game" women's athleisure
wear collection is designed to empower
women to embrace their unique style and
individuality while staying active. The
collection features versatile pieces that
seamlessly transition from the gym to
everyday life, incorporating bold colors,
innovative fabrics, and functional designs.

+91 8590020385

anagharatheesh11@gmail.com

PLAY YOUR OWN GAME



ANAGHA RATHEESH

COLLECTION 2

ROCK.IT, MONTE CARLO

"I Let Myself Breathe" is a theme for men's
athleisure wear that embodies the concept
of finding solace in nature, slowing down,
and disconnecting from the fast pace of
modern life to reconnect with oneself.
Garments are designed with comfort and
functionality in mind, allowing wearers to
move freely and comfortably during both
active and leisurely pursuits.

+91 8590020385

anagharatheesh11@gmail.com

I LET MYSELF BREATHE



MRINMOYEE PAL

COLLECTION  1

Design Collection

Fungiverse is a haute couture collection for
womenswear category. It is an Autumn-
Winter collection.The theme is based on
‘Mushroom’. The collection is based on the
microscopic and the external structure of
mushrooms. The diverse shapes, textures,
and colours, served as a fascinating and
unique source of inspiration for the
collection.The collection mainly contains
heavy and chunky knit structures. The  
colour palette is based on earthy colours.

+91 7001451176

mrinmoyeepal14@gmail.com

FUNGIVERSE



ARIJITA GHARAMI

COLLECTION 1

Bengal has lost diverse bird species like the
Pink-headed herons, floricans and Forest
Owlet, emphasizing the need for
conservation efforts to protect remaining
avian populations and preserve biodiversity.
It's crucial to raise awareness, support
conservation projects, and advocate for
sustainability to ensure a harmonious
relationship with nature and the future
flourishing of Bengal's birdlife.

+91 7980844721
arijitagharami99@gmail.com

EXTINCT BIRDS OF BENGAL

Design Collection,



SHREYASHREE CHATTERJEE

COLLECTION 1

The Rajlakshmi Cotton Mills Pvt. Ltd

This collection aims to demonstrate the
beauty of love finding its way in our lives
through all the glitches. Paradigm is the
formation of a pattern of something, like
a loop and the glitch is what breaks the
order of this loop; and amidst all these
glitches appears a new pathway to love,
peace and eternity. This collection
shows the different phases of love in
each of its attires.

+91 9123472428

shreyoshree24@gmail.com

PARADIGM GLITCH



SHREYASHREE CHATTERJEE

COLLECTION  2

The Rajlakshmi Cotton Mills Pvt. Ltd

As the name suggests, “the walk of life”
is  to show how one grows and evolves
as a human being - by traveling, by
reading, by moving to a new city like
emigrant birds but alone on their own.
Taking inspiration from nature’s hilly
mountains and bushy plantation that
still sustains its existance in these harsh
times, motivating one to adapt to
changes and grow. As goes the saying
“Bloom where you’re planted”.

+91 9123472428

shreyoshree24@gmail.com

THE WALK OF LIFE



 Preyashi Prasoon

COLLECTION 1

 Sportking,Ludhiana

The inspiration for "Echoes of Collapse" lies
in the fragile state of our planet, echoing the
repercussions of unchecked
industrialization, pollution, deforestation,
and climate change. The collection seeks to
unravel the layers of environmental
degradation, illustrating the transition from
the aftermath of collapse to the elements
that precipitated it.

+91 8757752715

 preyashiprasoon23112000@gmail.com

 Echoes of Collapse



 Preyashi Prasoon

COLLECTION 2

 Sportking,Ludhiana

"Wonderland Whimsy" is like a fairy tale
come to life in a girls' knit collection,
whisking little adventurers into the
enchanting realm of "Alice in
Wonderland." With a dash of Lewis
Carroll's magic, this line beams with
lively hues, intricate embroidery, and
fantastical patterns, perfect for little
girls aged 4-5.

+91 8757752715

 preyashiprasoon23112000@gmail.com

 Wonderland Whimsy



Ananya Alakananda Meher

COLLECTION 1

Design Collection, NIFT Kolkata

“#MetooMovement” This Womenswear collection
reflects the experiences of sexual assault
survivors who have navigated the internal conflict
between negative emotions and positive
sentiments such as bravery and empowerment.
This design journey illustrates the transformative
power of overcoming adversity and embracing
courage in the face of tragedy, highlighting the
resilience of the human spirit.

+91 6371834084

ananyaalakananda03@gmail.com

#MeTooMovement



Jaya Bhatt

COLLECTION 1

Design Collection

Las Reinas - 'The Queens' is an event wear
collection centred on the themes of victory
and celebration in women's football. It is a
collection to celebrate Real Madrid's
women's team and their journeys off the
pitch. 

+91 6261378844

bhattjaya230102@gmail.com

Las Reinas 



PRIYANKA BOSE

COLLECTION 1

REEBOK
Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

Training wear that blends advanced knitting and body contouring technology with a
level-up culture, perfect for gym and calisthenics. Each level of our gear, from
beginner to the fitness freak, is engineered with enhanced features to ensure
unparalleled performance and comfort. Embrace your fitness journey and unlock new
milestones with our cutting-edge, gamified activewear designed to elevate every
stage of your progress.

+91 9903091968

priyankaaboses@gmail.com

GAME MODE: Seamless Performance



PALAK RAJ 

COLLECTION 1

SPORTKING 

I DRAWED INSPIRATION FROM THE RUGGED BEAUTY
OF NATURE ‘MOSS’ AND THE VIBRANT ENERGY OF
URBAN ENVIROMENT. THIS KNITWEAR COLLECTION
COMBINES ELEMENTS OF UTILITY AND STREETSTYLE
IT HAS CHUNKY SWEATERS TO VERSATILE
CARDIGANS AND LAYERING PIECES FOR A/W 24/25.

+91 8824825554

palakraj0512@gmail.com

MOSS



PALAK RAJ 

COLLECTION 2 

SPORTKING 

THE CONCEPT BEHIND ‘VERONICA’ IS A POEM OF
LONG LOST LOVE. I DESIGNED THIS COLLECTION
FOR LONGER TIMEFRAME, FOCUSING ON QUALITY
MATERIAL AND GARMENT LONGEVITY FOR
VALUABLE STAPLES WITH SOFTER APPROACH TO
TAILORING, SIMPLE STYLES WITH RICH CAREFULLY
CRAFTED TEXTURES FOR A/W 25/26

+91 8824825554

palakraj0512@gmail.com

VERONICA



SAUMYA JAISWAL

COLLECTION 1

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The Palace on Wheels inspires a unique
menswear T-shirt collection with its luxury
and rich decor. Using traditional Indian
patterns and royal colours, the T-shirts
capture the train's elegance. This mix of
old and new styles celebrates cultural
diversity and modern fashion. Eco-friendly
materials honour traditional
craftsmanship. This collection bridges
history and fashion. 

+91 8800237617

saumyaj2509@gmail.com

PALACE ON WHEELS



COLLECTION 2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

“Bogey Club Golf presents a unique
blend of sophistication and sporting
heritage with menswear polo t-shirt
collection. Inspired by the timeless
elegance of golfing culture,design
capture the essence of the Bogey Club
lifestyle - a fusion of refined style and
the thrill of game. It is the perfect
balance of comfort, performance, and
timeless style for the discerning golfer.” 

+91 8800237617

saumyaj2509@gmail.com

BOGEY CLUB

SAUMYA JAISWAL



COLLECTION 1

Alcis Sports

City Leisure presents a Athleisurewear
collection, focusing on bold, dynamic
patterns and vibrant colors inspired by
street style and graffiti art.
Incorporating edgy elements like
oversized funky graphics echo graffiti's
creativity, making each piece a
statement in both the gym and on the
streets. This collection merges comfort
and performance with artistic
expression, celebrating individuality and
the rebellious spirit of street art. 

+91-9335394947

khushbuagrawalooo@gmail.com

CITY LEISURE

KHUSHBU AGRAWAL



COLLECTION 2

Alcis Sports

Emotional Alchemy presents a
Activewear collection, depicting
transformation of ones emotions,
mainly negative into positive. The
negative mood will be a mix of grunge
and goth aesthetic connected to rage
and with positivity radiating through
motivational and confidence-driven
quotes. Incorporating the concept of
emotional alchemy could involve
creating garments that enhance not only
physical comfort but also promote
positive emotions and well-being.

+91-9335394947

khushbuagrawalooo@gmail.com

EMOTIONAL ALCHEMY

KHUSHBU AGRAWAL



COLLECTION 1

MONTE CARLO FASHION LIMITED

Fluid Elegance is a collection designed for  
who leads an active lifestyle and values both
functionality and fashion. Inspired by the
beautiful swirl of water this water marble
collection combines comfort and
functionality features with eye catchy
silhouette design that gives confidence to
one self.

+91 7070546991

shruti.string050@gmail.com

FLUID ELEGANCE

SHRUTI NARAYAN RAI



COLLECTION 2

Cartoon Capers is a collection designed
for Generation Z people who likes to
include anime and cartoons in their
fashion style. Inspired by Anime, this
collection combines playful color
palette, kawai graphics, fun and playful
silhouette.

+91 7070546991

shruti.string050@gmail.com

CARTOON CAPERS

SHRUTI NARAYAN RAI
MONTE CARLO FASHION LIMITED



COLLECTION 1

Rajlakshmi cotton mills 

+91 6200404728
navya19nov@gmail.com

REVIVE RETRO

NAVYA GUPTA

Adopt hybrid fashion by fusing Art Deco
features like geometric patterns and
vibrant hues into today's styles. Fuse
vintage items with modern apparel to
create unique, eclectic outfits. For
instance, style contemporary track
pants with a vintage jacket or pullover
for a chic, modern appearance. Blending
different eras brings a captivating and
personal touch to your look.



COLLECTION 2

Rajlakshmi cotton mills 

+91 6200404728
navya19nov@gmail.com

REVIVE RETRO

NAVYA GUPTA

The Saundarya Collection is a tribute to India's
breathtaking landscapes and cultural heritage,
emphasizing the preservation of these stunning
places. "Saundarya," meaning "beauty,"
showcases our nation’s splendor through
sustainable practices. Each piece is crafted with
organic materials, inspired by India's diverse
environments—from Kerala's backwaters to the
Himalayas, Rajasthan's deserts, and the
Western Ghats.This collection not only
celebrates our country's beauty but also
supports local communities and reduces
environmental impact.



AADITEE SINGH

COLLECTION 1

SPORTKING

The inspiration for "The Beauty in AURORA BORELIES" are
one of nature's most mesmerizing phenomena. Its a natural
light display in Earth's sky that are famously best seen in
high-latitude regions. Its beautiful dancing ribbons of light
that have captivated people for millennia. But for all its
beauty, this spectacular light show is a rather violent event.
The collection I used ethereal patterns or Texture of the
Northern Lights, such as gradients, overlays, or shimmering
effects.
.

+91 7070313830

aaditeebabu@gmail.com

THE BEAUTY IN AURORA BORELIES



AADITEE SINGH

COLLECTION 2

SPORTKING

"RUSTIC BLOOMS" is like grow freely
and independently, symbolizing
freedom and the beauty of living
authentically and without constraints. I
used a Colors of rustic blooms often
include earthy tones such as muted
yellows, and deep blues, reflecting the
natural hues of the countryside.
.

+91 7070313830

aaditeebabu@gmail.com

RUSTIC BLOOM



COLLECTION 1

Rajlakshmi cotton mills 

+91 7020153717
vaibhaviphalak@gmail.com

CHECKMATE

VAIBHAVI PHALAK

In the realm where strategy meets sophistication,
‘Checkmate’ knitwear collection draws inspiration from 
the timeless game of chess. This collection intertwines
the intellectual intricacies of chess with the tactile artistry
of high-end  knitwear, creating a symphony elegance,
strategy and regality. 



COLLECTION 2

Rajlakshmi cotton mills 

+91 7020153717
vaibhaviphalak@gmail.com

Wings of resurgence

VAIBHAVI PHALAK

WINGS OF RESURGENCE is a unisex  collection inspired by
the beautiful Atlas Moth and its journey of transformation,
rebirth & growth.
it is to encourage and remind the wearer to embrace its
imperfections and to celebrate personal growth, just as
moths emerge from their cacoons transformed and uniquely  
beautiful, reminding wearers to embrace their own journey
of  transformation and find beauty in their individuality and
imperfections.



UNNITA MONDAL

COLLECTION  1

MONTE CARLO

“SAHAJPATH” (Easy-Reader) is a Bengali-
primary text book for kids by “Rabindranath
Tagore”.The first 11 ‘SWARABARNA’S (Aw-
"অ" - Ou "ঔ" ) are  used in this collection.
The motifs are made by infusing the ryhmes
of Tagore and the Linocut artwork of
Nandalal Bose, which resonate with a
profound sense of tradition and creativity.
Each piece serves as a visual and intellectual
masterpiece of elegance and enlightenment.

+91 6294526892

unnitamondal433@gmail.com

SAHAJPATH



UNNITA MONDAL

COLLECTION  1

MONTE CARLO

This collection is inspired from
sundrenched ombre and gelatopastle
colour pallete, to create soft gradients.
combine monochrome palettes with
soft pastels to evolve the #Minimalist
narrative with a romantic quality.
Layering with digital patterns into
textures . The prints are enriched with
various digital contents and icons, also
the graphics are taken from some digital
contents with a positive message.

+91 6294526892

unnitamondal433@gmail.com

DIGITOPIA



SHRUTI BHOWMICK

COLLECTION 1

SUMAN NATHWANI
S & D Apparels pvt ltd

+91 7439355434

Shrutibhowmickgrd@gmail.com

SUNKEN REEF

This swimwear collection draws inspiration from sunken reefs, featuring vibrant
prints reflecting underwater beauty. The color palette captures the liveliness of
water bodies. The cover-ups are adorned with intricate macrame knots, mirroring
the elegance of coral reefs and underwater life's charm. Dive into a world of style
and sophistication with this collection, where every piece echoes the wonders of
the ocean depths.



SHRUTI BHOWMICK

COLLECTION 2

+91 7439355434

Shrutibhowmickgrd@gmail.com

Bohemian Luxe

Step into a bohemian escape with the A/W 25 collection! The cozy rib knit, soft touch of  
tencel fabric and intricate crochet details echo hand-crafted treasures. Earthy tones
like olive greens, mustard, and cherry red set a warm sanctuary, while jewel tones add a
hint of wanderlust. Embrace self-expression and effortless style with flowing
silhouettes. This collection is perfect for the free spirit seeking comfort, luxury, and a
touch of the extraordinary in everyday moments, inspired by the bohemian lifestyle's
love for nature and handcrafted items

SUMAN NATHWANI
S & D Apparels pvt ltd



ANUSHREE SHARMA

COLLECTION 1

+91 9521250919

sharmaanushree71@gmail.com

FLEXFYRE

This S/S 25 women’s activewear collection ,Gen Z tends to appreciate
brands and products that exude energy, versatility, and authenticity,
which are all qualities that "Flexfyre" suggests. The combination of "flex"
implying flexibility, adaptability, and modernity, along with "fyre"
evoking intensity, passion, and excitement, creates a compelling and
resonant brand image. It's a name that can appeal to the Gen Z
demographic's desire for empowerment, self-expression, and active
lifestyles.

ALLURE GLOBAL SOURCING



ANUSHREE SHARMA

COLLECTION 2

+91 9521250919

sharmaanushree71@gmail.com

BOLTBLAZE

This S/S 25 men’s athleisure collection ,Boltblaze embodies speed,
power, and intensity, making it an apt name for a men's athleisure
collection. "Bolt" suggests agility and athleticism, while "Blaze" conveys
passion and determination. Together, they create a dynamic image of
active, confident individuals making their mark with energy and drive.

ALLURE GLOBAL SOURCING



ANANYA RAJ

COLLECTION 1

+91 8777496933

ananyaraj1510@gmail.com

RUSTIC WILDERNESS

PEARL GLOBAL LTD.

An A/W 25 hunting unisex collection, crafted specifically for those who share a deep
connection with the forest. Inspired by the rustic charm of nature, this collection
features oversized silhouettes and textured fabrics that echo the essence of roots,
claw marks, and broken barks, it offers camouflage and comfort, perfect for
outdoor adventures. I've added unique touches like contrast threads and raw edges
to enhance its rugged, authentic feel. Embrace the spirit of the wild with ‘Rustic
Wilderness’ , designed to keep you stylish and comfortable in nature.

(FEMALE)



ANANYA RAJ

COLLECTION 1

+91 8777496933

ananyaraj1510@gmail.com

RUSTIC WILDERNESS

PEARL GLOBAL LTD.

An A/W 25 hunting unisex collection, crafted specifically for those who share a deep
connection with the forest. Inspired by the rustic charm of nature, this collection
features oversized silhouettes and textured fabrics that echo the essence of roots,
claw marks, and broken barks, it offers camouflage and comfort, perfect for
outdoor adventures. I've added unique touches like contrast threads and raw edges
to enhance its rugged, authentic feel. Embrace the spirit of the wild with ‘Rustic
Wilderness’ , designed to keep you stylish and comfortable in nature.

(MALE)



ASHIF IKBAL ANSARI

COLLECTION 

DESIGN COLLECTION

Space junk : The Collection draws inspiration from the
mysterious debris orbiting our planet—discarded satellites,
spent rocket stages, and fragments from past space missions.
These celestial remnants, once functional, now float
aimlessly, creating a cosmic tapestry of forgotten history. My
collection aims to capture the dichotomy of beauty and
chaos inherent in these space artifacts.

+918545897502 

Ashifiqubal147@gmail.com

COSMIC COUTURE 



ASTHA SAHU

COLLECTION 1

ALCIS SPORTS

The A/W 24 Running collection "Reconnect" signifies a profound
transition from a tech-centric lifestyle to one deeply
intertwined with nature. This collection emphasizes the
transformative power of nature, offering a blend of modern
design and natural aesthetics to create a holistic running
experience. The collection encourages people to break free
from their mundane routines, step outside, and rediscover the
enriching, rejuvenating beauty of the natural world.

+91 9399911358

sahuastha27@gmail.com

RECONNECT



ASTHA SAHU

COLLECTION 2

ALCIS SPORTS

The A/W 24 Yoga Wear collection, "Echoes of
Eternity," encapsulates the timeless and
introspective journey of self-discovery and
mindfulness. This collection is based on the
theme "Awakened Realm," which speaks to
the integration of lucid dreaming with
mindfulness. It encourages us to explore our
inner thoughts and abilities beyond ordinary
life.

+91 9399911358
sahuastha27@gmail.com

ECHOES OF ETERNITY



COLLECTION 1

The Van Heusen collection celebrates
90's New York office glamour, inspired
by iconic muses like Rachel from
Friends, Andrea Sachs, Blair Waldorf,
Donna, and Jessica from Suits. Featuring
pinstripe, blazer, shirt, and sheath
dresses, it epitomizes timeless elegance
and power dressing.

AN EMPIRE STATE OF MIND

DEVANSHI JAIN
Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

+91 7906432789
devanshijain372@gmail.com



DEVANSHI JAIN

COLLECTION 2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

Introducing the second collection:
elegant women's work dresses inspired
by ballet. Featuring fluid lines, graceful
silhouettes, and sophisticated details,
each piece blends professional polish
with effortless movement, perfect for
making a poised statement in any formal
setting.

+91 7906432789

devanshijain372@gmail.com

WORK.FLO



SUCHISMITA MUKHERJEE

COLLECTION 1

Arvind Mills

In wabi-sabi, beauty isn't pristine, it's weathered wood,
cracked ceramics, and faded ink paintings. It's the lea bowl
with an irregular rim, inviting contemplation as you sip. It's
the gnarled tree, its asymmetrical branches dancing with the
wind. Wabi-sabi invites us to pause, to see the poetry in the
mundane

+919933162626
msuchismita966@gmail.com

WABI-SABI



SUCHISMITA MUKHERJEE

COLLECTION 2

Arvind Mills

"Desert" collection fuses tropical cutout designs with desert-
inspired prints. Each garment embodies the stark beauty and
resilience of desert landscapes, blending bold patterns with
airy silhouettes. This juxtaposition captures the essence of
the desert’s harsh yet captivating environment, creating a
uniquely striking and evocative aesthetic.

+919933162626
msuchismita966@gmail.com

DESERT



ANUSKA SRIVASTAVA

COLLECTION 1

Development Commissioner
Handicrafts, Ministry of Textiles,
Govt. of India 

Miss Calcutta is designed for women who
embody the soul of the city—old souls with
contemporary tastes, who carry the history
of their heritage with effortless style. They
walk with the grace of the grand old
mansions and the confidence of the sleek
modern towers. These women are the
essence of Calcutta: poised, refined, and
undeniably chic.

7044665058
anuskasrivastava3@gmail.com

MISS CALCUTTA



ANUSKA SRIVASTAVA

COLLECTION 2

Development Commissioner
Handicrafts, Ministry of Textiles,
Govt. of India 

Asphalt is more than just a nod to speed; it
is a bridge between the past and the future.
Designed for the bold and the fearless,
Asphalt redefines street style by merging
the rugged aesthetic of asphalt with the
intricate artistry of traditional Kantha
embroidery.

7044665058
anuskasrivastava3@gmail.com

ASPHALT



SIMRAT KAUR SANDHU

COLLECTION 1

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The concept behind "Club Costa" is to celebrate the
unique ethos of the sailing lifestyle while infusing it with
modern design sensibilities. Drawing inspiration from the
vast expanse of the ocean.

+91 8968087403

simratsandhu2001@gmail.com

CLUB COSTA



SIMRAT KAUR SANDHU

COLLECTION  2

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

The concept behind "Club Costa" is to celebrate the unique ethos
of the sailing lifestyle while infusing it with modern design
sensibilities. Drawing inspiration from the vast expanse of the
ocean.

+91 8968087403

simratsandhu2001@gmail.com

CLUB COSTA



VEEPURI SHRIYA
Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

+91 8978279341

veepurishriya@gmail.com

COLLECTION 1

The "United by Sport" collection fuses
the excitement of cricket with the spirit
of the Olympics, celebrating India's unity
in sports. With witty cricket designs and
Olympic-themed pieces, it highlights how
sports bring the nation together,
showcasing collective pride and
enthusiasm.

UNITED BY SPORT



VEEPURI SHRIYA
Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail

+91 8978279341

veepurishriya@gmail.com

COLLECTION 2

The "Born from Dust" collection embodies
grounding, renewal, and connection with
nature. This women's yoga wear line
features earthy tones like olive green,
chocolate brown, and greyish beige,
reflecting mindfulness and harmony. Each
piece is designed to evoke a sense of calm
and balance, perfect for those seeking a
deeper connection to the natural world
through their practice.

BORN FROM DUST
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